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R E L O A D  S Y S T E M

CAPP‘s EXPell Pipette Tips Reload System is available for 10µL standard and extended length as well as for 200µL and 
1000-1250µL tips. Depending on tip volume, it consists of towers with 5, 8 or 10 insert plates containing 96 tips each. 

The system is extremely easy to use. Take off the tower cover and pick up the insert plate with tips. Place it into the 
empty rack. The rack has been refilled with 96 tips. 

The EXPell Reload System enables multiple savings: Shipping costs are significantly reduced by up to 75% of the packing 
volume. The tips in an EXPell Reload System are packed more compactly compared to standard racked or bulk tips. 

In the EXPell Reload System the tips from the upper insert plate are partially placed into the tips of the lower plate, 
resulting in a slim tower, taking much less space than a single box with 10 racked tips. 

Cat. No. Description
5030035C Expell 10µL, reload tips, 10x10x96 pcs.
5030034C Empty rack for 10µL, reload tips, 50 pcs.
5030055C Expell 10/20µL XL, extra narrow, 10x10x96 pcs. 
5030054C        Empty Rack ro 10/20µL XL, extra narrow, reload tips, 50 pcs. 
5030095C Expell 200µL, reload tips, 10x10x96 pcs.
5130111C Expell 300μL, reload tips, 10x8x96 pcs
5030094C Empty rack for 200μL/300µl, reload tips, 50 pcs.

5130155C Expell 1000µL (1250µL), reload tips, 10x5x96 pcs.

5130125C Empty rack for 1000µL (1250µL), reload tips, 32 pcs.

Ordering 
Information

Open the refill by sliding 
it towards the top. 1

Prepare an empty rack. 
Remove its original grid. 2

Pick up the first grid of refill 
tips and insert into the rack. 

The racks can be reused. 
3

Once the tips are properly 
installed in the rack, you 
may close the hinged lid. 
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CAPP‘s EXPell Reload System 
reduces the plastic waste. Each 
rack can be reused multiple 
times and, apart from the 
insert plates with tips, there is 
no further plastic component 
in the EXPell  Reload System – 
only the recyclable cardboard 
packaging. 

Further saving with EXPell 
Reload System concerns the 
space. Thanks to the minimal 
footprint, the towers of the 
EXPell Reload System take up 
as less space on the benchtop 
and in the storage room as 
possible. 

The system is compatible 
with all CAPP racks of 
corresponding tip volumes. 

Spare, empty racks are 
available as accessories. 



Wolf Laboratories Limited
www.wolflabs.co.uk

Tel: 01759 301142         Fax:01759 301143         sales@wolflabs.co.uk

Use the above details to contact us if this literature doesn't answer all your
questions.

Pricing on any accessories shown can be found by keying the part number
into the search box on our website.

   
    The specifications listed in this brochure are subject to change by the manufacturer and therefore cannot be guaranteed to be 
correct. If there are aspects of the specification that must be guaranteed, please provide these to our sales team so that details can 
                                                                                                    be confirmed.
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